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Case Study: 
 
Corporate Sales Campaign for
an Ethical Feminine Hygiene
Brand

A new market opportunity 
An organic feminine hygiene brand had strong direct to consumer growth using
a range of online marketing strategies. However, their competitors had started
to reach out to businesses and secure wider brand awareness as part of their
commitment to workplace diversity initiatives. 
 
Outsourcing to the B2B sales experts for ethical businesses 
The business owner had a small team, time pressures and a lack of confidence
in their abilities to sell into a new market area. So it was decided to bring in the
Ethical Sales team to run a corporate sales campaign for two months in order to
scope out the potential of this new market and open new accounts.
 
Campaign preparation: building a prospect database and pitch deck
After an in-depth briefing session, Ethical Sales created a prospect database
featuring 150 suitable businesses. The team worked with the business owner
and their marketing support to develop suitable materials in the form of a pitch
deck which included key messages and a campaign focus.  
 
Blended sales approach to create meaningful new relationships
Over a two month period Ethical Sales reached out to senior level decision
makers using a mix of telephone, LinkedIn and email in order to make
appropriate introductions. The sales consultant at Ethical Sales was able to draw
upon their existing networks and experience in ethical business practices to
have meaningful and targeted conversations.
 
Sales outcomes 
As a result of this activity, Ethical Sales were able to develop valuable market
intelligence, open two new corporate accounts and develop a ‘warm lead’ list at
a 20% conversion rate (approx. 1 in 5 businesses contacted were interested).
 

 
“The team were able to successfully create and foster a number of appropriate
leads, relationships and sales avenues that we as a company would otherwise

not be able to tap into. I would highly recommend Ethical Sales” 
 

Business Owner, Ethical Feminine Hygiene Brand
 
 



Grow your customer base with bespoke and targeted sales campaigns. 
Set growth goals and create practical sales roadmaps that work.
Gain insight and support at Sales-Director level when you need it most.

We love to work with natural, organic and green businesses who want to
change the world with their innovative products or services. We can help
you to: 
 

 
Our team has decades of experience in ethical business practices, direct sales,
online advertising, social media, sales strategy and mentoring. 
 
We are proud to work exclusively with purpose-driven businesses who
balance profit with people and planet.  
 
 
 
 
 

We take the sting out of sales so you can focus on
changing the world, one customer at a time. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Get in touch:
hello@ethical-sales.co.uk 

T: 0117 300 5418 | 07779 246557 
www.ethical-sales.co.uk

 

http://www.ethical-sales.co.uk/

